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Kia ora,

2020 has been one for this history books.  As the year began it always had the makings to go down as a firecracker with some real heat in the community while we were working 
through some key strategic priorities. However we all know the year changed quickly into one we will never forget. I would hope it is not just remembered as the year of Covid-
19, but as the year of kindness, support, and much greater connection.

The year started with a renewed focus on our Business Partnerships and a new events strategy and we were confident of a successful year.  We then hit the unbelievable 
rollercoaster ride of Covid-19 which created many challenges and changes.  As we started heading to lockdown, the focus shifted at Ignite, into a clear support role for our 
businesses and community.  Offering timely, factual and clear communication was going to be a key element to this initial support. We also understood that the collective voices 
in the region needed to be singing from the same songbook and the Business Response Group was formed.  Naomi, as our Executive Officer, has been involved in putting in a 
significant amount of time and energy into this group, heading the communications and we received a large volume of feedback to the success of this group, which continues to 
operate today.

This was the start of a significant level of support work as we have continued to advocate on behalf of our members in the last 12 months, representing members, and the wider 
business community, at a local, regional and national level.  Making sure Ignite was sitting at the table for local decisions and finding ways we could support members was going 
to require additional support and the board unanimously agreed to an increase of resources. Naomi was asked to move to a full time position during the immediate response to 
Covid. This change would be reviewed monthly and it was actually Naomi herself who came back to the board a plan for reducing her own rate and hours as we moved from crisis 
management into recovery, with a clear goal to maintain benefits to the membership in the long term.    

In the early stages of lockdown, we also fielded a number of calls from concerned members who wanted to know what they could do to support staff they would be making 
redundant.  They were absolutely gutted aboutthe process they needed to go through and wanted to ensure every ounce of support was available for these people they cared for. 
We also spoke to employees who showed a real understanding of the challenges businesses were facing.  

We were all in this together and there was calm for the process at hand, not without tears and fear for the unknown but with understanding and care for one another.  This 
followed with feedback of discussions between industries, competitors and other Ignite members like never before, finding ways to work together with a goal of surviving the 
next few years.  Our membership has increased significantly over the past year, starting at 253 we are currently at 345 members which offers great confidence as we move 
towards 2021 and whatever comes next.
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We are always stronger together and with limited resources we have partnered this year with other groups and people to achieve combined success for our community.  
Ignite worked closely with Lake Wanaka Tourism on local initiatives and support services, from webinars to the Love Wanaka campaign and Toi: Creative and Design 
weekend.  We have continued to strengthen our existing relationship and MOU with the Queenstown Chamber of Commerce and worked to identify areas we can continue 
to advocate on for benefit to the entire region. We are engaged with local funding opportunities for businesses like Regional Business Partners and have regular updates on 
the recovery process from QLDC’s Recovery team. 

We supported the Mayors taskforce reviews resulting in the Regenerative Recovery Advisory Group being formed and look forward to seeing the results of this group.  Board 
member Bridget Legnavsky has been elected chair on the short-term recovery taskforce established by the mayor and was also elected on the Otago interim Regional Skills 
Leadership Group to tackle the region’s Labour Force challenges..  Board members have continued to engage across numerous recovery meetings, gain feedback on Aurora 
Energy’s plans to increase electricity pricing to build and repair essential infrastructure, Town Centre and Lakefront Masterplans, Spatial Plan and of course our airport 
discussions.  Rounding out what has been a very busy year for the Ignite board.

With some funding support Ignite was able to hire two employees this year for a fixed period to support us through Covid.  Jaimee McGrath took over the administration role 
and supported Naomi with events.  Jaimee continued after her initial employee period in a part time contractor capacity however will be finishing in December in this 
position.  Jaimee has added much needed support throughout this year.

We also hired Jared Holmes who is a qualified accountant, in a business development position to review Ignite’s revenue sources and to identify potential revenue streams 
that might be open to Ignite.  It was great to have someone independently review what we do and point out the level of benefit we continue to offer to our members with 
one of the smaller membership fees in the country.  With a dynamic environment the board all agreed the timing of investigating any of Jared’s recommendations in more 
detail was not right, however these remain on hand for consideration in future should the need arise.  Jared’s fixed term agreement ended as planned following the 8-week 
period.
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My first thank you needs to go to Naomi. This year has been one like no other and you took it all head on.  It resulted in a significant shift in focus for Ignite, placing 
events on hold, restarting planning for events with greater restrictions, placing events back on hold, restarting them again and again…and again!, all while being actively 
engaged with local agencies and a substantial Covid support role.  Your involvement on the Business Response Group (BRG) has been praised by your peers with excellent 
skills in crisis management and you should be incredibly proud of what you have achieved over the past 12 months.  We all know you have done an outstanding job this 
year, delivered benefits to the membership and have us well positioned as we move into 2021.    

This year we also asked more of the board and my sincere thanks go out to you all for your engagement and understanding this year, especially while all having families 
and businesses who also needed your support.  The board has continued to all share responsibilities this year and this has created a cohesive group with excellent 
communication and a clear focus and passion for the Wanaka business community.  I have received amazing support over the year and I have enjoyed working with the 
full board over this crazy year. Thank you for who you are and all you do. 

Board members are: Pete Eastwood, Celia Crosbie, Bridget Legnavsky, Randal Dobbs, Claire Dooney, John Mezger, Alex Cull, Chris Hadfield, and Calum MacLeod.

My thanks to Celia over the year for your continued support and genuine love of supporting others in the region.  Following my ruptured Achilles during the year, Celia 
took on a far greater role than she might have expected and this drive to support businesses was hugely appreciated.    

A few of the board are leaving this year. 

Chris Hadfield was co-opted on to the board this year bringing in much needed links to the hospitality, town centre and Community Board with him.  We have all enjoyed 
having you on the board over the past 12 months.  Thank you, Chris and good luck with all endeavours in 2021, it will no doubt be another busy one.

Alex Cull has completed a 2-year term on the board and your expertise in accountancy and keeping numbers simple has been a delight for us all.  Thank you, Alex for your 
ability to keep the language at a level we can all understand, and we wish you well with both family and professional life for the year ahead.
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I also finish up with the board after my 4-year term.  I have enjoyed my time with the board and to see the genuine love of being in business in this region.  2020 has 
provided the opportunity to pause and also identified that working together remains the best way forward, something I am passionate to see continue.  There are some 
amazing individuals in this community, all working hard to do as much as they can for others, often without reward.  I hold great admiration for the many people I have 
met while on the board. I wish the new board and incoming chair all the very best for 2021 and the years ahead. 

This is a year that has seen communities supporting one another through lockdown, neighbours and friends helping those more vulnerable and also connecting with 
socially distanced street catch up drinks, the introduction of Zoom as a way of doing business (and reading to the grand kids or celebrating birthdays) and many people in 
our community building stronger connections at a time we were asked to remain apart.  In a very connected world, we saw the desire for people to come back together 
with hugely successful B@5 events and a run of successful Women in Business events and the Christmas lunch is likely to be another highlight for the year.  It feels that 
Wanaka is in a good place, there is still more work to be done and challenges ahead however we are in it together.

I couldn’t think up a better end to the year with Ignite signing up to the Pride Pledge and completing the workshop with Martin King and now being in a position to 
support businesses with an understanding of the rainbow community.  We are seeing leadership from our youth in this space and businesses need to follow this example.  
When we are truly inclusive and show real understanding for people, we are building a better community and better businesses. Be sure to talk to Naomi on the pride 
pledge and how you can get informed and be involved.

While 2021 might bring a renewed focus on strategy, knowing we are working together offers great confidence to what the future holds.

Kia Kaha,

Pete
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6. Financial Performance
Ignite had adopted an events-based revenue strategy for 2020. The occurrence of Covid-19 
meant that the profitability budgeted for could not be met. Ignite’s resources were redirected 
toward member advocacy and support throughout lockdown. 

This has resulted in an increase to our membership revenues and mitigated what could have 
been a significant financial loss for the period.

It is therefore with pride that we are able to present the following key points of the 31 August 
2020 financial statements:

•34% increase in members over the year;
•64% increase in gross revenues compared with 2019;
•A 2020 operating surplus for the year of $1,707; and
•Equity at 31 August 2020 of $56,740 including a term deposit with Westpac Bank of $23,470, 
plus cash and receivables of $37,780.
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Devastating. Unreal. Surreal. Tough. Crazy. Madness. Worst year ever.

These are just some of the words that you’ve probably heard people use to sum up 2020. As we come to the end of the year that will for many be ‘The Covid year’, and as 
we assess the last financial year for Ignite Wanaka, it’s easy to let covid-19, the covid, coronavirus, the C-word define the year that was.

I challenge us all to reject that definition and instead look back on the last 12 months with fondness, memories of kindness, community support, success, achievements, 
willpower, resilience and collaboration. Because they too are A HUGE part of the last 12 months. 

I only have to look back to November 2019, near the start of our financial year where we celebrated success at the Ignite Wanaka Business Awards. Would anyone have 
thought that was only a year ago and part of this financial year we’re reporting on today? Probably not. It took me a while to remember. Time is moving so fast right?

Since then we have seen many member businesses continue celebrate success winning awards, taking on covid and winning. Whatever ‘winning’ looks like this in this 
covid world. We have also seen some businesses struggle, losing customers, employees and doing it hard. This continues today for some.

It seems a lifetime ago that we shared stories, laughter, wine, beer and local food at our January 2020 launch event. We were excited to announce our new events 
strategy and, for me, it was a new stage in my career moving to 3 days a week for Ignite Wanaka in order to deliver the ambitious strategy and support and advocate for 
members in a greater capacity.

Never in a million years could we have predicted what was to come on 19 March 2020 (unless you’re Bridget who I think has a sixth sense and saw it coming). When 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern announced that New Zealand‘s borders would be closing and we were to enter into a period of strict lockdown under Level 4 on 25 March, 
it felt like the world stood still. Oh and did I tell you my partner and I went unconditional on our first home on the 24 March! We thought we’d lost the plot.

I clearly though remember walking around the Wanaka A+P Show with Hannah from Proppy.co.nz talking about whether we should cancel the inaugural Proppy and 
Ignite Golf Day because of “this coronavirus thing”. We decided to go ahead regardless, thinking it was a storm in a teacup and we had a fun day on the course, with little 
care, or understanding, of what was to come. This was our last event for many months.

Like many of you, I had a vision of some ‘time off’, some ‘me time’, some ‘personal development’ time, ‘family time’ under Alert Level 4. Little did we know the wave of 
information overload and the severity of the health and economic emergency that was about to come our way. The 1 O’Clock and 4 O’Clock PM’s briefing became a daily 
ritual, as did the 6 O’Clock news, and at times the 10 O’Clock news. This was definitely not the case!
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The newly-formed Business Response Group, made up of Destination Queenstown, Lake Wanaka Tourism, Ignite Wanaka, Queenstown Chamber and QLDC’s ED team, 
mobilized quickly. I will never forget our first meeting in Queenstown which felt like the meeting of the War Cabinet. There was a sense of foreboding in the room as we 
tried to navigate our way through the unknown together. This was to be our last in-person meeting for many weeks as we moved, like many of you, the world of zoom.

On behalf of Ignite, and the BRG, I took on the role of Public Information Manager, tasked with deciphering all the communication coming in from all the different 
Government departments, Council and Civil Defence. Fact checking, checking again and again and turning this fast flowing and complex rules and information into easy-
to-read communication for businesses was for many weeks was our focus.

This was at times hard work, confusing and time consuming but we knew this was what had to be done. This was why we were here and this is how we could help the 
business community.

This is where I have my first thank yous. To Anna Mickell, Craig Douglas, Ann Lockhart, Sarah O’Donnell, Kiran Namibar, James Helmore, followed lately by Tim Barke, 
Peter Harris and the QLDC support team, we came into each other’s living rooms, kitchens, gardens and homes every day, multiple times a day. With cats, babies, dogs 
and bad hair days a welcome relief to the crisis we were navigating, we soon became a strong team lifting each other as the weeks went by.

An even bigger thank you to Sharon Fifield, Jess Harkins and Gizelle Regan for your amazing support in the communications team. As I was about to break with the sheer 
volume of information, you guys jumped in to support and we became a pretty efficient and well-oiled team – all while doing our “other jobs”.

Covid became a mad auntie that you just learned to live with. Each day it became slightly easier to stomach, always something new and crazy happening, but now with a 
sense of familiarity. As we moved through the alert levels, we tried to adapt quickly to the changing needs of you, the members, trying our best to keep up and give you 
what you needed. I hope that in some way, we achieved that. Whether it was our daily communications, a voice at the end of a line, zooms, webinars and other learning 
opportunities we tried to create.

Operated from our Otago Chamber HUB, the support of the Regional Business Partners was a lifeline for many. From one-to-many zoom workshops in the early stages of 
lockdown, helping businesses navigate legalities, safety and HR rules, to the one-to-one support that came later. A huge thank you to Dougal, Cara, Ross and Tara and all 
the RBP advisors for supporting our businesses, not just financially, but by being a shoulder to lean on when people needed it the most. Overnight many of us turned into 
counsellors, without the experience and training to do so, and the resilience needed to keep trucking on was high.
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It wasn’t long before there was a glimmer of normality on the horizon with changes to Alert Levels imminent it seemed. Watching Bridget’s Cardrona videos, talking 
about the possibility of the ski fields not opening for winter if we remained at Level 4 was a wake-up call for many of us as to what life could be like.  For many, fear and 
uncertainty struck. Luckily for our town and economy the ski fields did open and for a period there was some light at the end of the tunnel with a bustling town and 
stream of domestic visitors keeping things moving for tourism, hospitality and retail especially. The professional services sector seemed busier than ever and building and 
trades seemed to have bounced back in one way or another after lockdown. But for some this was just the start and many more challenges to come just such as labour 
force planning, continued uncertainty of business AND the big question…. WHEN will the borders open??

Our first B@5 out of lockdown was -for want of a better word – epic. Over 140 people turned up to celebrate the freedom of being out of lockdown and to listen to the 
team talk about what lay ahead for winter. The buzz in the room was infectious and it was good to be reminded of how connected our business community is and how 
much we all clearly missed chatting with each other.

So we wasted no time in getting our cancelled events back up and running and with the support of our amazing sponsors, we managed to deliver a number of great 
events and workshops, despite not having any for 3-4 months. A huge thank you to Janice Hughes, Mike Toepfer and Cindy Laberge for their support of the Wanaka 
Women in Business Series. Without them, and Cindy’s tenacious attitude to delivering great speakers, we would not have been able to host these events. So thank you. 
Here’s to another great year of speakers in 2021.

Also thanks to Todd & Walker Law for their support in our legal workshops. We didn’t quite get the run we wanted, but there’s always next year. I won’t name everyone, 
as I am sure to forget someone, but a huge thank you to our other speakers, workshop facilitators and mentors for making this year as great as it could be given the 
challenges. We will continue to deliver great events in 2021, with our without covid-19. 

For seven years now, I have been the lone ranger running Ignite’s events, advocacy, communications and community engagement, supported by the volunteer Board. If 
there’s one good thing covid brought me, it was Jaimee.

It became clear, through our free 3-month membership drive attracting over 80 new members in just weeks, that we would need support to deliver on our values and 
vision and service members to the standard we wanted to. Jaimee was the first person who sprang to mind to help. A casuality herself of covid, with her overseas travel 
plans now on hold, Jaimee came on board and didn’t miss a beat. She took the reigns quickly and without her support, I simply would not have been able to deliver half 
of what we did do in the last 6 months.

Jaimee, thank you for being a good listener, fast learner, a second brain to float my mad ideas off and for your passion for our business community. I will miss having you 
with us. I wish you all the best with your new role at Jennian Homes.
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A big thanks also must go to the Board who have supported me though the last 12 months, while also running their own businesses, nailing their own roles, raising 
newborn babies, toddlers and teens. Thank you for your support, kindness and empathy in this mad year. Thank you to Celia for taking on the Vice Chair role part way 
through the year.

A special thanks must go to Bridget and Pete. Bridget started out the year as Chair and has always been of great support to me and an important sounding board, voice of 
wisdom and always presents a different perspective to any challenge I bring her. 

Pete took over the Chair role in March and together we walked straight into the eye of the storm. Pete’s commitment to the Board and the business community during 
covid was impressive, with countless volunteer hours on the regenerative taskforce and member liaison, to name just a couple. Thank you for checking in with me 
regularly and your advice. Our two-hour long chats where we put the world to rights will be missed. We both talk way too much by the way.

I will now pass over to Bridget to say a few words.

So where to next. The last 12 months have been tough, surreal, weird, unnerving, challenging, unsettling and all those other words I used to describe 2020 earlier. 

However, it has also been… Uplifting. Challenging. Collaborative. Rewarding. Reflective. With lots of learnings, kindness and compassion at every turn. It is these words I 
choose to use when describing this year  and the words I hope you take away with you tonight. 

I look forward to building on this positivity in 2021 as we strive to deliver even more for the Ignite members and our business community and navigate this rebuild 
journey together.

tēnā koutou

Naomi



Support – Partnering for success

Support
Listening, nurturing and advocating 
on behalf of our members.
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Reviewing the year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delivering information & providing communication opportunitiesVisitor levy, Wanaka master plan, local elections & meet the candidates, Wanaka airport information and communication opportunities.



Representing the Membership
For much of the last financial year, the focus has been on member support and connecting and 
collaborating with others to deliver this support. As well as ensuring members are heard and that they 
are receiving the support, connections and information they needed not just to survive covid but thrive.
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• Forming a region-wide covid response group to ensure members, and non-members, received 
timely, accurate and useful information to act on within their businesses.

• Offering all Wanaka businesses 3-months free membership during covid to ensure all businesses 
had access to the information and support they needed.

• Listening to our membership through 1:1 communication, surveys and events
• Communicating with members through regular written communication, social media, phone and in 

person under Levels 3-1.
• Representing members on stakeholder groups, inputting our collective needs to the wider story 

and bringing back information.
• Building collaborative relationships locally and nationally to gain respect and build trust to achieve 

our collective goals.
• Partnering where there are opportunities and benefits for members and the wider business 

community.



Advocacy and support
A year of covid, collaboration and community spirit in the Southern Lakes.
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Continued relationship building with QLDC, especially the Economic Development team as part of 
the Business Response Group (BRG). Discussing the issues impacting Wanaka businesses to 
ensure a ‘seat at the table’ for ongoing support in the rebuild and reset conversation. Also continued 
the work started by MahiQL in late 2019 on our Labour Force opportunities and challenges.

Representation of Wanaka businesses on the Labour Force strategy group, MahiQL and 
the formation of, and representation on, the Otago interim Regional Skills Leadership 
Group. 

Continued relationship building and regular communication with QLDC’s Communications and 
Leadership team on opportunities to engage with the Wanaka business and wider community, 
including the Wanaka Community Liaison Manager and Community Board.



National Government Advocacy and Support
Advocating and feeding information to National Government through the Business Response Group, 
iRSLG and Ministerial and National and Labour Party representative visits including hosting now 
Deputy Prime Minister Grant Robertson and Labour candidate Liam Wairepo. Planned visits by former 
National Party Leader Todd Muller and Waitaki MP Jacqui Deans were cancelled due to covid-19.
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Advocacy and support - Representing the business community

Representation at QLDC community meetings for the District Spatial Plan.

Representation on stakeholder group for Aurora Energy’s electricity review 
which will impact cost and supply of electricity to businesses and homes.

Continued working relationship with Queenstown Airport Corporation on the 
development of Wanaka Airport and representation at key stakeholder meetings.

Representation with Civil Defence Emergency Management and Wanaka 
Incident Control Centre Group (WICC). Played a role in the support of 
businesses and communication of information during the 2019 floods.

Continued to bring together community engagement leaders within the community to 
collaborate on events, initiatives, funding and create a support network.

8



Building on the MOU signed with the Queenstown Chamber to share 
information and resource. This was made easier with covid-19 and the 
need to better connect, share ideas and thinking.

Encouraged Ignite partners to attend Queenstown and Otago Chamber 
events to connect regionally. Participated in regular discussions around 
the merger of the Otago Chamber of Commerce and Otago and 
Southland Employers Association which will go ahead in 2021.
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Partnering for better community solutions

Attended National Chambers of Commerce conference online 
representing Wanaka and attended numerous zooms during covid to 
support other Chambers and learn from each other. A great support 
network during a crisis which in turn helped members.



Partnering for combined community solutions
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Supported WAO and LINK Upper Clutha to bring Max Rashbrooke, 
community engagement and democracy expert, to Wanaka again.

Supported the WAO Reset Summit to encourage and empower 
businesses to embrace and start their sustainability journey.

Worked with Lake Wanaka Tourism on a number of initiatives including 
a combined survey to all businesses to gauge opinion on training and 
events needs post covid. Continued collaboration to be a strong voice 
for the Wanaka business community.

Collaborated with the Restaurant Association to bring hospitality 
members regular zoom workshops to better understand the rules in 
Alerts Level 3 and 2.



Love Wanaka 
A collaborative campaign to rally community support and drive business in Level 3 and beyond with 
Lake Wanaka Tourism. The campaign page on the LWT has now received more than 30,000 views.
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Toi – Creative Festival
An offshoot of Love Wanaka, LWT, with support from Ignite and the business community, launched Toi. 
The two day festival was a way of showcasing and helping our design and creative businesses and 
community flourish, shining a light on our amazing creative community and encouraging visitation to the 
downtown creative businesses through workshops, displays and special events.
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Business Response and Recovery Group
• Set-up a Coordinated Incident Management System (CIMS) approach to support the 

business community. Mobilized quickly with the first meeting Monday 23 March.
• Regular, timely and accurate sharing of information to members and ‘one source of truth’ 

from all the regional business organisations. Resulted in very good feedback from 
members, other businesses, external stakeholders, and other Chambers of Commerce.

• Continuous engagement and connections with the business community through events, 
calls, emails, text, social media and under Level 3 and 2 ‘on the street’ connections.

• A coordinated approach to business support including supporting the Regional Business 
Partners framework and messaging.
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People and Growth
People

Networking, connections, 
openness and inclusiveness.

Growth
Growth in capability, professional development and 

profit. Growing people as well as businesses.

21

Reviewing the year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training and events



Events and Communications
Through a range of events and tailored communications, we helped to grow member 
businesses and the capabilities of the people within them.
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• Events focused on networking & building relationships
• Events focused on learning & inspiration to grow capability especially for Women in Business
• Events focused on information to help prepare & plan for change in the post covid world –

building resilience
• Events focused to inspire and connect people post covid
• A week-long focus on Mental Health Awareness – all the more important post covid
• Information sharing to enable businesses to make the best decisions for the future.
• A coordinated approach to communication and events with other stakeholders.



Regional Business Partners
A huge thank you to Tara and her team for the support they gave our business community and 
especially in the last 8 months. The support, financial and otherwise, has been a huge help to 
many businesses.
• Over 1300 actions for Wanaka businesses during covid-19
• This includes; Management Capability Funds, Advisory Support and Tourism Transition 

Fund support.
• The Innovation, R&D and Business Mentor Programmes also continue to be available to 

support businesses.
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Ignite Wanaka Business Awards 2019
Another night to remember at the Ignite Awards, held at Warbirds & Wheels. Over 250 of the local business community 
came out to celebrate success with over 50 finalists and winners taking the time to work on their business by entering.
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Christmas Lunch
Over 100 local women in business came out in force to celebrate success 
and our female leaders. Thanks to Linzi Ebbage-Thomas, Cass Treadwell 
and Kelly Good for sharing their stories.
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Workshops on key 
areas of business to 
connect and upskill 

our women in 
business community. 
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Regular coffee 
mornings with 
inspiring local 

speakers. 

First Women in 
Business Mid-Winter 

Lunch. A sold-out event 
with guest speaker 

Janice Hughes.

Thanks to the support of new 
sponsors Aspiring Law, we 

delivered nine events in a few 
short months to over 250 women.



Proppy.co.nz and Ignite Wanaka Golf Day
We didn’t let a little covid-19 ruin the party for the inaugural Golf Day. The sun was shining, the course fine and the 50 
odd crowd had a ball of a day, kept well lubricated and we even nurtured some new golfers out of it.
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Business After 5 
We hosted some of our biggest B@5s ever in 2020. With the need to connect, share stories and be with others never so important. 
We set two new attendance records for the Cardrona event – 140 pax and The Film Crew and Paradiso at 150.
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Mental Health Awareness Week 2020
A week-long calendar of events with something for everyone. Almost 100 people took part in the events 
during the week to raise awareness of, and tools to cope with stress and help build resilience. This was a 
collaborative effort working with Community Networks, LINK and others to build on the previous year’s 
activities.
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Pride Pledge Wanaka Launch
Initially planned for an April launch, Pride Pledge Wanaka finally launched in August and November at 
two events, one with Mt Aspiring College and the second a community launch. We will continue to 
build on the Pride Pledge platform, hosting more workshops and events in 2021 to raise awareness 
and inclusion for the rainbow community.
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Thank you to our Regional Partners

MediaWorks are regional sponsors 
for many Chambers across NZ.

Providing $500 voucher for the 
monthly business card draw.
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Ignite in the palm of your hands

The Wanaka App was the place to go or 
alert level information and updates 
locally, as well as featuring all the 

business news and updates.

• Unique users - 49,000
• App opened - 807,851 times
• Screen views - 4,586,280
• News - 1,023,883
• Ignite portal clicks - 386 by 258 unique 

users.



Thank you to our National Partners
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Thank you to our other partners not already mentioned
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We need you in 2021….

How can you become a partner of Ignite 
Wanaka?

We are looking for local and regional partners to 
supplement our national relationships to add value 

to Ignite partners and the business community.

Some of the opportunities are:
• Speakers/trainers

• Volunteers
• Venues

• Event sponsors
• Awards sponsors

• Member 2 Member offers
• Naming sponsors

• Cash and Contra opportunities
• Regional partnership opportunities

• Leadership Academy speakers

34

Your Logo Here



So what will 2021 bring for Ignite Wanaka?
People, Growth and Support continued…
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 Launch event January 2021 to outline plans. Reignite our events focused strategy to help 
connect and grow members. More events, more workshops, more connections made.

 Communication, strategy & leadership on the key issues and be agile enough to change tact if 
alert levels change in 2021.

 Key issues predicted for 2021: 

• Covid-19 Recovery and Rebuild
• Labour Force Challenges
• Wanaka Airport, 
• Wanaka Master plan, Spatial & Downtown 

 Do more in partnership with WAO, Wai Wanaka etc in Sustainable Wanaka, particularly 
focused on preparation, adaptation & taking leadership on the Zero carbon bill.

 Regional partners – seeking partners to help us deliver
 Continue to build our Community Partners to unlock opportunities
 Grow membership – We need your help to do that! Be engaged, spread the word.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Event strategyBusiness confidence and general outlookOur big 5 – all based on growth issuesAirportSpatial plan & downtown master planVisitor levyTransportLabourOur opportunityZero carbon billreduce our greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by 2050.end of October next yearONE, LWT, Chamber coming togetherThere are many other challenges facing our community in the coming years, but I believe challenges create opportunities. A predicted, and already present to an extent, downturn in tourism numbers to the region and NZ will have an impact especially on our small to medium businesses. This is apparent from our most recent Business Confidence Survey, which showed a slight decline in business confidence over the next 6 months. Some businesses say they’re not related to, or impacted by tourism, but the results show that everyone is feeling it.  Until we develop a more resilient and diverse economy to help support our main economy of tourism, we will always be vulnerable when tourism numbers plateau. This is why the work we’re doing, in conjunction with Council and employers across the district, on the Labour Force Strategy will be a key focus in 2020.Add to that climate increased competition, the growth of online retail sales, big-box stores in Queenstown continually growing, and the development of Three Parks, which is essential to our community’s diversification and sustainable growth, and we will inevitably see some change within our retail and downtown areas. As a Chamber our role is to empower, equip and support businesses to be the best they can be and we will be taking a more pro-active approach to ensure businesses know where and how to get support should they need it.We are all looking forward to celebrating success at the biennial Ignite Wanaka Business Awards on November 29 at our secret venue and shortly we will be announcing the finalists. Good luck to everyone who’s entered. The awards have a special place in the community and by constantly looking to improve your business and benchmarking yourself against others, we all do our bit to keep the business community strong, helping encourage new business and opportunities for others.Over the next couple of months we’ll be finalising our calendar of events for 2020 and working on what the key issues will be for 2020. We’ll share our thoughts and details at the January launch event. Needless to say there’ll be lots to discuss again in 2020 and we look forward to representing your needs and thoughts and working together to create a thriving, diverse and successful Wanaka community.
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8. Appointment of auditors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training and events



9. Change to constitution – vote decision
An amendment to the constitution was proposed. As more than 75% (95.24%) of voters 
who voted on the resolution voted AGREE, I declare this resolution has been Carried.

37



10. Election of Executive committee
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The successful nominees for the 7 vacancies on the 2020-2022 Board (in no particular 
order)  are:
1. Celia Crosbie
2. Claire Dooney
3. Andrew Howard
4. Emma Kenny
5. Jo Learmonth
6. Bridget Legnavsky and 
7. Bronwyn McCarthy
The voter return percentage was 36.81% being 127 votes received from 344 eligible.

This means we say goodbye to Randal Dobbs, Alex Cull, myself and Chris Hadfield. 
Thank you for volunteering your time over the last 2-4 years.



11. General business

Any questions?
Thank you!
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